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To all, whom it may concern:
The plate B is provided with the outstand
Be it known that I, WILLIAM SCOTT, of ing horizontal flange or shoulder C, connect
Leavenworth, Leavenworth county, Kansas,
have invented certain new and useful Im ing at either end with the upper end of the

vertical flanges c, the lower ends of which 55

O

provements in Combined Movable Name are in alignment with the lower surfaces of
Plates and Mail-Receptacles, of which the fol the slot of the door A. The door-plate is
lowing is a full, clear, and exact description, also provided with the ears D directly be
reference being had to the accompanying neath the flange C and opposite the inner side
drawings, forming a part hereof.
??
of the vertical flanges c.
My invention relates to improvements in Journaled between the flanges c and ears
combined name-plates and mail-receptacles; D on the pins E are the upper ends of the
and it consists in the peculiar combination and swinging links F, the lower ends of which are
arrangement of devices, as will be hereinafter journaled on the pins G, which connect the
set forth, and pointed out in the claims.
ears H with the side walls I, extending per- 65
My object is to provide a convenient letter pendicularly from the name-plate J.

box or mail-receptacle into which the carriers
may deposit the mail without the necessity
of knocking or calling the members of the
household to the door, and which, when so
2 ? deposited, is impossible to be withdrawn from
the Outside. The name of the resident is
also inscribed on the front plate of the device,
thus obviating the necessity of a separate
name-plate.
25 Referring to the drawings which illustrate
this invention, Figure 1 is a perspective view
of the device when closed, looking from the
outside of the door. Fig. 2 is an enlarged
perspective view of the same thrown open.
Fig. 3 is a vertical central sectional view of
Fig. 1, showing in dotted lines the position of
the name plate or casing when open, and show
ing, also, in dotted lines the position which
the name-plate may assume when newspapers
35 or other bulky articles are inserted through
the door. Fig. 4isa vertical central sectional
view of the device, showing the mail bag or
receptacle secured thereon. Fig. 5 is a front
view of a portion of the said bag or recepta
4.O cle. Fig. 6 shows another form of mail-bag,
and Fig. 7 shows different form of connect
ing-links between the name-plate and the
door-plate of the device.
Similar letters refer to similar parts in all
the figures, in which
A represents a door provided with an open
ing or slot a, the upper and lower surfaces of
which are inclined downwardly and rear
wardly.
So B represents the door-plate, provided with
a slot bin alignment with the slot in the door.

The walls KK, extending perpendicularly
from the name-plate from the top and bot
tom thereof, connect the walls II, forming a
flange or shoulder around the name-plate, 7o
which, when closed, incloses the horizontal
flange C and side flanges centirely.
Secured over the rear side of the opening
a in the door is a mouth-piece L, by means of
bolts or screws Mpassing through the flanges 75
N thereof. This mouth-piece is provided
with a slot l, aligned with the slot a in the
door and door-plate mentioned, and is pro- i
vided with the outwardly-flaring mouth O,
over which the spring P is placed.
The spring P is provided at its meeting
ends with the upstanding ears p and p', the
earp being provided with an outstanding bail
or loop Q, which passes through a slot in the
ear p' and is engaged by a padlock S.
Secured permanently to the rear side of the
spring P is the upper end of the bag or mail
receptacle T, made of steel wire or other suit

able material and lined on its inner side with
a suitable material U to within a short dis

tance of the lower end of the bag, the object
of which will be hereinafter specified.
Fig.6 represents a side view of a bag made
of any suitable material, either plain or orna
mental, of suitable size and shape and pro
vided with the opening v in the side thereof,
near the top, as shown in the bag illustrated
in Fig. 4. The object of making the opening
in the side is that the bag will hang more
freely and will not have the objectionable
series of folds on the side near the door, which

would obstruct the entrance of mail-matter.
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the upper side and the ends of the
An elastic band V surrounds the opening v. rounding
to hold the bag to the mouth-piece on the slot, and a beveled Jug located on the plate
below
thesaid
slot,plates,
of a mameplate
and linksbeing
con
door.
?
necting
said
name-plate
In Fig. 7 I show a modification in which
the cross-bars d connect the ears D and ver provided with flanges adapted to overlap the
on the door-plate, substantially as de
tical side flanges c c, and in place of the link flanges
Scribed.
F, I show a spring-link F, which, when the 3. In a combined name-plate and mail-le
device is open, is in the position shown, and ceptacle,
plate B, having slot therein, the
which, when released by means of the spring
? ? links being fulcrumed at the cross-bars d, is horizontal and vertical flanges Cand CC Out
instantly closed, as will be readily understood. standing therefrom and surrounding at a suit
The operation of my invention is as follows: able distance the slot b, and the outstanding
The name-plate being in the position shown ears D, the plate J, the links connecting Said
in Fig. 1 is thrown outward by the postman, ears and plate, and inclined lug X of the
which plate being pivoted below its center, door-plate, substantially as described.
4. In a combined door-plate and mail-re
as shown, causes the lower edge of said plate ceptacle,
connecting-links FF, journaled
having the flange or wall K thereon to move at either the
end om the pins E and G between
upWard, gliding up the beveled outer face ac the
ears D and the side walls c of the door
of the lug on the outer surface of the door
plate
and ears II and side or end walls I of 75
plate until the edge of said flange or wall the name-plate
J, substantially as described.
abuts against the lower edges of the side 5. The combination
of a door provided with
walls C C of the door-plate, and the lower side
a, the upper and lower walls of which
of the flange IK' rests upon the upper beveled aareslot
inclined as described, the mouth-piece L,
Surface ac' of the lug X, and thus holding by
the impingement the name-plate open. When provided with the aligned slot l, the flanges
N, by which it is secured to the door, and
the mail is deposited, a slight outward move the
flaring mouth-piece L, round which is se
ment by the postman causes the flange K" to
cured the spring P, secured at the upper end
clear the lug X, allowing the name-plate to of
the bag or mail-receptacle T, substan
resume its normal closed position.
85
tially
as described.
The object of the horizontal flange C and
In a mail-bag constructed of woven Wire
vertical side flanges c c of the door-plate is or 6.other
material, having Secured at
to prevent when raining the water which may its uppersuitable
end the springP to conform in shape
pass between the door-plate and name-plate to the flaring
of mouth -piece L, said
from entering through the slot in the door, as spring having mouth
outstanding
ears p and p", pro
35 will be leadily understood.
vided with a staple Q and slot, respectively,
By reason of the peculiar manner in which and
adapted when closed to be engaged by the
the name-plate is pivoted it will be seen that padlock
bag being also provided with
it can, if desired, be made to rest upon the a lining S,ofsaid
suitable material U to within a
llpper flange C when in an open position, the
short distance of its lower end, substantially 95
links F then resting in the recesses C°.
as
and for the purpose set forth.
The object of the lining in the woven-wire
bag is to allow the mail-matter which might 7. The combination of a door-plate pro
with the vertical walls c, the lower end
otherwise catch in the meshes of the bag to vided
drop to the bottom of the bag, whence it may thereof forming an abutment or stop, and a ? ? ?
X, having an inclined upper surface, with
be seen without the necessity of removing alugname-plate,
the flange or wall K' thereof
the bag from the mouth-piece L.
inder and upon the walls c and lug
Having thus described my invention, what resting
substantially as described.
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Let X,Inrespectively,
testimony whereofI affix my signature in
tel's Patent, is
1. The combination, with the flanged and presence of two witnesses.
slotted door or base plate and a beveled lug
WILLIAM SCOTT.
thereon, of a name-plate and links connect Witnesses:
ing the two plates, substantially as described.
G. Y. THORPE,
2. The Combination, with the slotted door
II. E. PRICE.
or
base
plate,
outwardly-turned
flanges
sur
55

